
The first picture is zebra, what is the fifth picture?

The first picture is ox, what is the third picture?

The first picture is apple, what is the fourth picture?

The first picture is squirrel, what is the ninth picture?

The first picture is goose, what is the fifth picture?

zebra butterfly rooster

goose bear ox

apple clock key

horse goose squirrel

goose butterfly ox
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The first picture is sheep, what is the second picture?

The first picture is oval, what is the fifth picture?

The first picture is hamburger, what is the sixth picture?

The first picture is key, what is the third picture?

The first picture is key, what is the second picture?

sheep rooster goose

diamond oval apple

hamburger apple oval

key clock car

key clock hamburger
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The first picture is goose, what is the fourth picture?

The first picture is car, what is the ninth picture?

The first picture is rooster, what is the seventh picture?

The first picture is bear, what is the seventh picture?

The first picture is key, what is the fifth picture?

squirrel goose rooster

oval car apple

horse rooster ox

bear rooster goose

clock key hamburger
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The first picture is deer, what is the fourth picture?

The first picture is horse, what is the fourth picture?

The first picture is diamond, what is the seventh picture?

The first picture is ox, what is the fourth picture?

The first picture is squirrel, what is the tenth picture?

squirrel deer bear

horse butterfly deer

car diamond apple

deer ox goose

horse squirrel rooster
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The first picture is sheep, what is the seventh picture?

The first picture is deer, what is the seventh picture?

The first picture is bear, what is the sixth picture?

The first picture is clock, what is the fourth picture?

The first picture is apple, what is the third picture?

horse butterfly sheep

zebra deer horse

bear sheep ox

oval apple clock

diamond hamburger apple
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The first picture is key, what is the seventh picture?

The first picture is hamburger, what is the second picture?

The first picture is goose, what is the eighth picture?

The first picture is oval, what is the second picture?

The first picture is apple, what is the second picture?

hamburger apple key

key oval hamburger

squirrel goose ox

oval diamond hamburger

key apple diamond
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The first picture is goose, what is the fourth picture?

The first picture is hamburger, what is the eighth picture?

The first picture is apple, what is the ninth picture?

The first picture is rooster, what is the eighth picture?

The first picture is oval, what is the fourth picture?

bear zebra goose

key diamond hamburger

oval key apple

butterfly rooster goose

diamond oval apple
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The first picture is car, what is the third picture?

The first picture is bear, what is the eighth picture?

The first picture is goose, what is the sixth picture?

The first picture is butterfly, what is the fourth picture?

The first picture is rooster, what is the seventh picture?

apple hamburger car

bear deer goose

ox goose bear

butterfly bear zebra

butterfly bear rooster
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The first picture is ox, what is the second picture?

The first picture is deer, what is the eighth picture?

The first picture is bear, what is the third picture?

The first picture is squirrel, what is the eighth picture?

The first picture is diamond, what is the eighth picture?

deer sheep ox

ox horse deer

bear ox deer

zebra squirrel horse

diamond hamburger oval
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